Abstract
The features supported by PTP include defined mechanisms for image referencing, for command responses, events, device properties, datasets, and data formats to ensure interoperability. In addition to standard operations and formats, optional operations and formats, as well as extension mechanisms, are supported allowing manufacturer-specific customizations of imaging device behavior while still conforming to the PTP standard.
II. THE NEED FOR ADITIONAL TRANSPORTS
An important guideline for the WG-18 working group has been to define PTP as a transport independent protocol.
Thus in theory solutions are available for PTP over multiple transport layers. For example, discussion of the broader applicability of PTP was presented at ICCE 2002 [4] . This paper introduced some preliminary ideas for implementing PTP over Bluetooth and TCP/IP networks. Other reference of PTP includes PTP over 1394.
Practically, due to the factt at most consumer level cameras in the last 3 years are USB based, current product support of PTP is limited to USB (1.0, 1.1 and 2.0) devices. As part of related activities by the USB standards working group a Still Image Device Definition was presented in conjunction with the PTP specification [2] . This specification approved by the USB-WG became the basis for the implementation of PTP over USB. However, it is important to note that PTP was developed to be a much more flexible standard than the current USB based implementations would suggest.
As consumer electronic devices become wireless, there is an obvious need to support this trend in the digital imaging domain, in particular DSCs, Digital printers and supporting desktop devices. As such devices begin to require access to IP transport layers, most noticeably WLAN and TCP/IP based, there is a need to extend the capabilities of PTP to operate over such transport layers.
In this paper we present and discuss the specifications of a new PTP transport, namely PTP/IP. This transport is designed to transparently support a superset functionality over a dual TCP/IP network connection as is available for PTP running over a USB transport. This will provide a significantly more flexible infrastructure for digital photography applications, especially in the context of the growth of home WLAN networks.
III. THE SOLUTION

A.
Transport Requirements PTP is a transport independent protocol. Referring to the PTP Standard [1] Clause 7 the definition of the transport requirements, include:
o : Disconnection Event -this clause requires that the transport layer has to report device disconnection to higher layers. The PTP/IP transport fulfills all of the above requirements but one -Device Discovery and Enumeration (clause 7.4). Due to irreconcilable reasons beyond the scope of the Specification, it was unwise to select a single device-discovery and service-enumeration protocol. Instead, the decision was to separate the device-discovery from the internals of the PTP/IP specifications. A informative annex describes how the PTP/IP discovery can be implemented using Rendezvous. However, discovery is by no means limited to Rendezvous. Current implementations include manual (no-discovery), proprietary UDP based discovery, UPnP™ etc as described in Section E of this paper.
The PTP/IP transport specification is based on the use of TCP (Transfer Control Protocol) layer as its own transport layer, as shown in 
C. PTP/IP Connection
In order for the PTP layer on the Initiator to be able to establish a session with the remote PTP layer on the Responder device, a PTP/IP connection needs to be first established. This consists of two TCP/IP connections (Fig 2) , one for a CDR channel and one to provide an event channel. The former carries PTP commands, data and responses while the latter carries PTP events related to the CDR channel asynchronously.
If an Initiator requires multiple PTP sessions to the same Responder device, then multiple PTP/IP connections need to be established. In a networking environment, multiple Initiators may attempt to open connections with the same Responder. Thus special care needs to be taken in order for the Responder to make sure that dual TCP connections are associated with the same PTPIP connection. A PTP/IP connection should be fully established before any event and data communication can take place. This is described in Fig 3. The Initiator begins by establishing a CDR TCP connection with the Responder, (1) and immediately afterwards sends the Init_Command_Request PTP/IP packet (2) that will contain its unique device identifier and friendly name. The Responder may answer either with an Init_Command_Ack which returns a unique connection number, its unique device identifier and its friendly name, and lets the Initiator know that it can continue with the connection establishment procedure; or with an Init_Fail which will deny the Initiator access to Responder services and will close the CDR channel. When the Initiator receives the Init_Fail PTP/IP packet, it will also close its end of the CDR channel.
If the Initiator received an Init_Command_Ack packet it will initiate the event channel TCP connection (4), and the Initiator will then send the Init_Event_Request PTP/IP packet (5) which carries the previously assigned connection number. The Responder uses this number to associate the two TCP connections, CDR and event, with the same PTP/IP connection and the same PTP session. In response, the Responder will send an Init_Event_Ack packet on the event channel (6) .
The PTP/IP connection is now considered established (7) and further data communication can take place.
Note that as opposed to USB where a responder is limited to a single initiator (a camera can only interact with one tethered device), in the wireless world, the responder, such as a digital camera, an concurrently interface with more than a single initiator (e.g. a camera may communicate with a PC to download images and with a wireless printer to make prints.)
D. Transport Configuration
PTP/IP is executed on top of TCP/IP. Correct implementation of the addressing is a key component of the implementation. The Responder and/or Initiator must obtain valid IP addresses using one of the following methods: o Manual configuration -the IP address and other associated information is configured manually by the user, to reflect the topology and address schema of the local area network in which the imaging devices will function o DHCP server running in local network. In this case, the imaging devices should implement a DHCP client that will automatically obtain an IP address from the DHCP server running in the system. There may be a case where DHCP is not available (such a camera connecting to a single PC at home via ad hoc wireless connection, or a LAN that does not implement DHCP) o Dynamic Configuration for example IPv4 Link-Local Addresses (v4LL) -standard that describes how an IP address is automatically configured in order for a new device to work in a local area network, without having to setup a DHCP server PTP/IP specification doesn't state nor limits the method to be used. It is up to the specific platform what method will be used to configure the TCP/IP stack for normal functionality.
E. Device and Service Discovery
Although the PTPIP transport for the PTP protocol opens a number of interesting new usage scenarios for an imaging device, if no device and service discovery protocol is used, then the PnP features of a device will be lost.
The PTP standard requires device discovery and enumeration. In PTPIP this requirement can be fulfilled by using a few approaches: o Manual Configuration -instruct the Initiator manually where to connect (IP:port for the remote Responder)
o Rendezvous -a device discovery and service discovery mechanism defined by Apple® Computer, Inc. o UPnP -the family of protocols defined by UPnP Forum [5] to facilitate automatic device configuration, service discovery and invocation. Only the device and service discovery features (SDP) of UPnP are to be used. o A custom device and service discovery mechanism, specific for PTP/IP, based on UDP protocol. Each Responder (Camera) arriving in a new network and periodically thereafter will use UDP protocol to broadcast a defined packet that will contain information about itself (Such as supported protocoli.e. PTP, port numbers where it waits for incoming connections, its IP address, and other useful information). All the devices that may need to act as Initiators will run background processes that would intercept this message and configure the PTP/IP layer. The PTP/IP layer can work without a service discovery protocol, therefore specifying such service is outside the scope of the specifications of the PTP/IP.
F. Device Bonding
The PTP/IP protocol also provides support for device bonding, better known as device pairing. The protocol provides transfer mechanisms for device unique identifiers as well as device friendly names during the PTP/IP connection establishment.
Each device in PTP/IP context will have a unique GUID (16 bytes unique number) that will represent the device in the communication process. The exchange of their GUIDs, allows to the application layer on each PTP/IP device to implement device level access mechanisms. Initiators have the ability to filter out the Responders they are not configured to connect to and Responders have the ability to reject a PTP/IP connection request from unknown Initiators.
This mechanism is required in order to avoid accidental picture transfer to an unauthorized Initiator for example when a Responder (digital camera user) enters the wireless-proximity of an Initiator (the neighbor's printer….).
Despite what service discovery and enumeration is used, it is recommend that the device GUID will be also part of the announcement packets, so the Initiator will be able to filter (if it wants) specific devices, and generate selective notifications.
G. Implementation
An initiator and responder reference designs as well as devices based on PTP/IP are currently in initial stages of production. Such devices have implemented PTP/IP over TCP/IP over 802.11b/g. A possible PC software architecture for PTP related services is presented in Fig 4. The operating system running on the PC is Windows XP. Windows XP has its own imaging architecture (WIA -Windows Imaging Architecture). The PTP logic is implemented as a standard WIA minidriver, for integration with the imaging support from the operating system. Such reference software is available by the authors.
The PTP Transports (only PTP-USB and PTP/IP are presented) are accessed through a custom transport API that is the same for all the available transports. In this way, same PTP logic can be used to access different types of PTP devices (USB devices, IEEE1394 devices, Bluetooth devices or PTP/IP devices). For transports that don't have build in device discovery and enumeration, the authors have implemented an external plug and play manager (PtpEnum) that can accommodate various plug and play mechanisms, external to the transports. This is the case with the PTP/IP transport. PtpEnum has two main functions: plug and play manager, in charge with receiving and enumerating all PTP devices in the local LAN and filtering of those devices (based on GUID of the devices and/or the device friendly name). If a device arrival notification is received (either using Rendezvous™ or the custom PnP mechanism), PtpEnum will decide if the device is or not allowed to be reported. If the device is allowed to communicate with the host PC, then PtpEnum will notify a kernel mode bus device driver that will generate the Windows XP specific PnP events that will trigger the creation of an local imaging device (WIA will load the PTP WIA mini-driver). All the XP imaging applications (including the Explorer) will be able to work with the newly arrived device.
The virtual bus device driver and its children don't contain any PTP logic at all. Their existence is somehow forced, but necessary for an easy, seamless integration with Windows XP imaging architecture.
Possible software architecture for PTP related services in a Responder device is presented in Fig 5. The PTP Responder that implements the PTP logic can work with different transports, through the transport API. Same PTP logic can be used when the imaging device connects over the USB cable or over a networking interface (Ethernet or WIFI physical connections).
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The PTP/IP transport provides the description of how the PTP data structures need to be transported over a TCP/IP network protocol and is the foundation for establishing wireless camera and printer communication.
PTP/IP provides the necessary basis for direct printing to wireless printers as well as wireless connection to desktop devices.
A detailed specification draft of the specification is available by the authors [6] .
Reference implementation as well as feasibility tests were conducted and successfully concluded by the authors.
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